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Things to Consider….
Seasonally the market is approaching the top values for
isowean sales while 40-50 pound feeder pig prices
continue to show signs of marginal upside over the next
6-8 weeks. As illustrated in the attached graphs,
isowean prices experience a very seasonal price pattern
which coincides with the values of lean hog futures 6
months into the future while feeder pig price movement
is influenced by lean hog futures 4 months ahead.
Isowean prices are historically their highest in December
through February which matches with Jun-Aug lean hog
prices while feeders are at their top during Feb-April.
Summer market hogs obviously dictate higher small pig
prices in the winter and spring months depending on
size.
For producers selling isoweans, the next 4-6 weeks will
provide the greatest opportunity for top sales. For any
producers thinking about selling a load of excess
production to free up potential finishing space, now is
the time to do it. Producers who may have 40-50 pound
feeder to market, you have a bit more time to make
sales as the top in this market will likely not be until the
last week in Feb or early March.
Small pig prices are not only impacted by seasonality but
also by the value of the market in the months ahead. So
far in late 2018 and early 2019 lean hog futures have
traded near the upper end of their annual range adding
the prices for small pig sellers. Conversely however,
those producers who have filled barns over the last
couple of months or in coming weeks, should be diligent
in contracting some of the production since higher
future prices were used in one form or another to
influence the price of the pigs placed on feed.
Risk with not contracting some of the production is the
threat of weaker summer markets which will further
deplete potential summer margins based on a higher
than normal purchase price due to strong futures at
purchase time.
Lean hog futures continue to trade $2-3 US per cwt
under contract highs reached in late November. Any
return of the futures back to the highs should be viewed
as an excellent opportunity to secure margin for 2019.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Regional and national cash hog values reported daily
increases to improve amid moderate to high cash bid
volume during the holiday-shortened week. CME cash
also posted daily gains excluding Monday, however
more modest than seen in regional/national cash hogs.
Pork cutout fell $0.55/cwt as most primals weakened
except ribs and bellies, which firmed the last two weeks.
Values out of the WHE 17 jumped shy of $4/hog, while those out of the WHE 19 rose $0.75/hog. The ML
Sig 5 rose near $3.50, supported higher by the Sig 3 which surged near $6.50/hog. Other Canadian
markets reported more modest week-over-week changes with the ML Sig 4 up $0.25/hog, and pricing out
of Ontario and Quebec down $0.40/hog and $0.90/hog respectively. In the US, JM values jumped $6/hog
while values out of Tyson rose $0.70/hog.

WHE 17 $142.83
WHE 19 $146.68
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PQ $147.38

ON $149.34
MOR $102.35 USD
TYS $104.88 USD

Weekly Hog Margins
Hog margins calculated off regional/national cash base pricing managed to strengthen from the previous
week for the first time in three months. Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs increased throughout the
course of the week, rising $0.60/hog north of the border and $0.80/hog in the US. The margins out of
the WHE 17 rose $3.25/hog from the week previous, while those off the WHE 19 edged $0.15/hog
higher. The ML Sig 5 climbed $2.75/hog. Canadian hog margins derived from CME-based cash pricing
were reported weaker, down $0.40 off the Sig 4 and $1-$1.50/hog lower in the east. In the US, hog
margins were calculated modestly weaker out of Tyson however JM margins surged $5/hog.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ (25.10) USD X 1.3538 = $ (33.98) in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ (25.72) USD X 1.3538 = $ (34.82) in Canadian Dollars
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